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ABSTRACT 

Let U be a non-zero square closed Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R and f a generalized 

derivation of R with the associated derivation d of R. If f acts as a homomorphism and as an anti-

homomorphism on U, then we prove that 0d  or )(RZU  , the centre of R. 
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1. Introduction 

Let us consider R to be an associative ring with centre Z(R) throughout the article.  

A ring R is said to be 2-torsion free if 02 x with Rx , then 0x . A ring R is called a prime 

ring if for any Ryx , , 0xRy  implies 0x  or 0y .  

In a ring R, the symbol ],[ yx  is known as the commutator of x and y, which is defined by ],[ yx  = 

yxxy  , where Ryx , . Two useful basic commutator identities are: 

yzxzyxzxy ],[],[],[   and zyxzxyyzx ],[],[],[  . 

An additive subgroup U of R is said to be a Lie ideal of R if Uru ],[  for all Uu  and Rr . A 

Lie ideal U of R is called a square closed Lie ideal if Uu 2  for all Uu .  

An additive mapping RRd :  is said to be a derivation if )(xyd yxd )( )(xyd  for all 

Ryx , . An additive mapping RRf :  is called a generalized derivation if there is a derivation 

RRd :  such that )(xyf yxf )( )(xyd  holds for all Ryx , . 

Let S be a non-empty subset of R and f a generalized derivation of R. If )(xyf )()( yfxf  [resp. 

)(xyf )()( xfyf ] for all Syx , , then f is said to act as a homomorphism [resp. as an anti-

homomorphism] on S. 

The notion of generalized derivation was introduced by Bresar [4] and several characterizations of 

generalized derivation were obtained by B. Hvala [6] and T. K. Lee [7]. In [2], Bell and Kappe 

prove that if a derivation acts as a homomorphism and as an anti-homomorphism on a non-zero 
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ideal I of a prime ring R, then 0d . Asma, Rehman and Shakir [1] extend this result to a square 

closed Lie ideal, whereas Rehman [8] proves the same result for generalized derivations. 

In this article, we extend the main result of [8] to square closed Lie ideals by using the similar 

arguments to get the following result. 

Theorem 1.1 Let 0U  be a square closed Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R, and f a 

generalized derivation of R with the associated derivation d of R.  

(i) If f acts as a homomorphism on U, then 0d  or )(RZU  .  

(ii) If f acts as an anti-homomorphism on U, then 0d  or )(RZU  . 

 

2. Main Results 

We begin with the following two lemmas (established earlier) which are needed to accomplish the 

desired proof of our Theorem 1.1. 

Lemma 2.1 ([3], Lemma 4) Let )(RZU   be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R and 

Rba ,  such that 0aUb . Then 0a  or 0b . 

Lemma 2.2 ([3], Lemma 5) Let 0U  be a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R and 0d  a 

derivation of R such that 0)( Ud . Then )(RZU  . 

The following useful result plays an important role to reach the goal. 

Lemma 2.3 If 0U  is a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R such that 0],[ UU , then 

)(RZU  . 

Proof. For all Uu  and Rx , we have  

0]],[,[ xuu    (1) 

Replacing x by xy with Ry , and using (1), we obtain 

0 = ]],[],[,[ yxuyuxu   

= yxuuyuxuyuxuyuux ]],[,[],][,[],][,[]],[,[   

= ],][,[2 yuxu . 

Since R is 2-torsion free, we get 

0],][,[ yuxu    (2) 

for all Uu  and Ryx , .  

Putting yz for y in (2) with Rz , and using (2), we obtain 

0],[],[ zuyxu for all Uu  and Rzyx ,, . 
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Thus, we have 0],[],[ zuRxu . 

So, 0],[ xu  or 0],[ zu  for all Uu  and Rzx ,  (by the primeness of R).  

In both the cases, we see that )(RZU  .  □ 

We are now in a position to prove our main result in the following way. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let us assume that )(RZU  .  

Since U is a square closed Lie ideal, we have  

Uvuvuvuvuuv  22))((  for all Uvu , . 

Also, we get Uvuuv   for all Uvu , .  

So, Uuv2  for all Uvu , .  

Therefore, Uwuvuvw  )2(2)(4  for all Uwvu ,, . 

(i) If f acts as a homomorphism on U, then we obtain 

)(4)(4))2(2()4( wuvdwuvfwuvfuvwf   

))()()((4 wuvdwvfuf      (3) 

for all Uwvu ,, .  

On the other hand, 

)()(4))2(2()4( vwfufvwufuvwf   

))()()()((4 wvdufwvfuf      (4) 

for all Uwvu ,, .  

Comparing (3) and (4), and using the 2-torsion freeness of R, we get 

)()()( wuvdwvduf  ,  

which yields 

0)())((  wvduuf    (5) 

for all Uwvu ,, . 

Thus, we have 0)())((  wUduuf  for all Uwu , .  

In view of Lemma 2.1, we obtain that  

0)( uuf  for all Uu  or 0)( wd  for all Uw . 

If 0)( wd  for all Uw , then by Lemma 2.2, we have 0d  or )(RZU  .  

Since )(RZU  , we get 0d . 
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On the other hand, if 0)( uuf  for all Uu , then we have  

uuf )(   (6) 

for all Uu .  

Replacing u by 2uv in (6) for Uv , and using the 2-torsion freeness of R, we get 

)()()()( vuduvvudvufuvfuv   for all Uvu , . 

Thus, we have 0)( vud  for all Uvu , .  

Therefore, 0)( vUd  for all Uv . 

Since URU ],[ , we obtain 0)(],[ vdRU  for all Uv .  

This yields, 0)( vURd  for all Uv .  

Because 0U  and R is prime, we have 0)( vd  for all Uv . 

Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we get 0d  or )(RZU  . The fact )(RZU   forces 0d . 

(ii) Let us suppose that f acts as an anti-homomorphism on U. Then we have 

)()()()()( uvfufvfvudvuf       (7) 

for all Uvu , .  

Putting 2uv in place of u in (7), and using (7), we obtain 

)()()( vudvfvuvd       (8) 

for all Uvu , .  

Substituting 2wu for u in (8), we get 

)()()( vwudvfvwuvd       (9) 

for all Uwvu ,, .  

Multiplying (8) by w on the left, we have 

)()()( vudvwfvwuvd       (10) 

for all Uwvu ,, .  

Comparing (9) and (10), we obtain 

0)()](,[ vudvfw  (11) 

for all Uwvu ,, .  

In view of Lemma 2.1, we get 

0)](,[ vfw  for all Uwv ,  or 0)( vd  for all Uv . 

If 0)( vd  for all Uv , then by Lemma 2.2, we find 0d  or )(RZU  , and hence 0d , 

since )(RZU  .  
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On the other hand, if  

0)](,[ vfw    (12) 

for all Uwv , , then upon replacing v by 2vw in (12), and using (12), we have  

0)(],[)](,[  wdvwwdwv  (13) 

for all Uwv , .  

Again, substituting 2uv for v in (13) for Uv , and using 2-torsion freeness of R, we get 

0 = )(],[)](,[ wduvwwdwuv   

= )(],[)(],[)](,[ wvduwwdvwuwdwuv   

= )(],[))(],[)](,[( wvduwwdvwwdwvu  . 

= )(],[ wvduw , by using (13). 

Thus, we obtain 

0)(],[ wUduw      (14) 

for all Uwu , .  

Applying Lemma 2.1 in (14), we find that  

0)( wd  for all Uw  or 0],[ uw  for all Uwu , . 

If 0],[ uw  for all Uwu , , the in view of Lemma 2.3, it follows that )(RZU  , which is a 

contradiction to the fact that )(RZU  . So, we have 0)( wd  for all Uw .  

By using Lemma 2.2, we have 0d  or )(RZU  .  

Since )(RZU  , we conclude that 0d . □ 
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